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What is Machine Perception? 

Machine Perception refers to the added functionality in computer systems that enable reaction based on 

senses, similar to human perception. Computers now have the added capacity to see, hear, touch, and in 

some cases even smell. The goal of this functionality is to learn and react as a human would, so the 

computer can alert human operators to any impending issues and help troubleshoot.  

Computer vision, sometimes called machine vision, refers to the way in which computers analyze and 

interpret images or videos. Obtaining and understanding images is a functionality used quite often in this 

digital revolution for facial recognition software and image classification through convolutional neural 

networks (CNN). Machine hearing is the computer's ability to decipher sounds, such as speech and music, 

and process the sound data. This is used for recording music and in voice recognition software in cars and 

on smartphones. Machine touch generally attempts to gain information based on tactile interaction with 

physical surroundings. This functionality is less widely used, as recreating a real -world physical reaction 

in an artificial intelligence (AI) capacity has not yet been fully realized. Similarly, machine smell, or 

olfaction, is still in its early stages. The intended use of machine olfaction is for chemical analysis and 

necessary alerts. 

Machine learning refers to the overall data analysis that improves over time as it "learns", but machine 

perception specifically involves the human senses and their capacity to receive and process information. 

Whether the incoming data is a face or an image or a string of music notes, object recognition and analysis 

are improving daily. As each new set of data adds on, the system as a whole becomes more appropriately 

reactive and even predictive. Fully realizing the benefits of machine learning requires analysis through all 

human senses and how they continuously learn, grow, and react to incoming information. 

What are the business advantages of using Machine Perception? 

 Predictive functionality: Accessing data that is processed through human-like senses is the 

closest alternative to consumer testing. Machine perception can help a business predict how a 

consumer or user will see, hear, and experience a new product, site, or service.  

 

 

 Robotics: Machines with robotic capabilities are advancing the manufacturing and production 

sectors, but organizations can significantly reduce the number of malfunctions with the added 

capabilities of machine vision or tactile responsiveness. Smarter robots that can detect visible 

errors and respond to equipment failure can save the organization costly repairs and replacements.  

 

 Accuracy: Collecting and analyzing data with computational methods is an exact science. Even 

analyzing through models based on human senses will be more accurate than human analysis 

alone. 

 

 Efficiency and productivity: Computer analysis and computer processing are much faster than 

human employees can physically function. Reducing the number of error-prone tasks that are 

carried out by humans will reduce both errors and time spent.  

 

 Recommendations: Machine perception empowers the use of predictive analytics, but aside from 

predicting customer reactions, businesses can also forecast what consumers will like and buy. This 

provides an additional opportunity for revenue by recommending additional products and services 

based on data-backed customer preferences. 

  

https://www.virtusa.com/services/digital-engineering/artificial-intelligence-ai.html
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Line detection 

In image processing, line detection is an algorithm that takes a collection of n edge points and finds all the lines 

on which these edge points lie.[1] The most popular line detectors are the Hough transform and convolution-

based techniques.[2] 

Lines Detection with Hough Transform 

An algorithm to find lines in images 

 
Line Detection using the Hough Transform Algorithm 

Note: You can read the Chinese version of this article here. 

I. Motivation 

Recently, I found myself having to incorporate a document scanner feature into an app. After 

doing some research, I came across an article written by Ying Xiong who was a member of 

Dropbox’s machine learning team. The article explains how Dropbox’s machine learning team 

implemented their document scanner by highlighting the steps they went through and the 

algorithms used in each step (Xiong, 2016). Through that article, I learned about a method 

called the Hough Transform and how it can be used to detect lines in images. Hence, in this 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edge_detection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Line_detection#cite_note-:0-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hough_transform
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kernel_(image_processing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Line_detection#cite_note-2
https://www.infoq.cn/article/3KfCkf67yZQHuiFp0x3Q
https://dropbox.tech/machine-learning/fast-and-accurate-document-detection-for-scanning


article, I would like to explain the Hough Transform algorithm and provide a “from-scratch” 

implementation of the algorithm in Python. 

II. The Hough Transform 

The Hough Transform is an algorithm patented by Paul V. C. Hough and was originally 

invented to recognize complex lines in photographs (Hough, 1962). Since its inception, the 

algorithm has been modified and enhanced to be able to recognize other shapes such as circles 

and quadrilaterals of specific types. In order to understand how the Hough Transform 

algorithm works, it is important to understand four concepts: edge image, the Hough Space, 

and the mapping of edge points onto the Hough Space, an alternate way to represent a line, 

and how lines are detected. 

Edge Image 

 
Canny Edge Detection Algorithm. Source: AI Shack 

An edge image is the output of an edge detection algorithm. An edge detection algorithm 

detects edges in an image by determining where the brightness/intensity of an image changes 

drastically (“Edge Detection — Image Processing with Python”, 2020). Examples of edge 

detection algorithms include: Canny, Sobel, Laplacian, etc. It is common for an edge image to 

be binarized meaning all of its pixel values are either a 1 or a 0. Depending on your situation, 

either a 1 or a 0 can signify an edge pixel. For the Hough Transform algorithm, it is crucial to 

perform edge detection first to produce an edge image which will then be used as input into 

the algorithm. 

The Hough Space and the Mapping of Edge Points onto the Hough Space 

https://aishack.in/tutorials/canny-edge-detector/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canny_edge_detector
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sobel_operator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laplace_operator


 
Mapping from edge points to the Hough Space. 

The Hough Space is a 2D plane that has a horizontal axis representing the slope and the 

vertical axis representing the intercept of a line on the edge image. A line on an edge image is 

represented in the form of y = ax + b (Hough, 1962). One line on the edge image produces a 

point on the Hough Space since a line is characterized by its slope a and intercept b. On the 

other hand, an edge point (xᵢ, yᵢ) on the edge image can have an infinite number of lines pass 

through it. Therefore, an edge point produces a line in the Hough Space in the form of b = axᵢ 

+ yᵢ (Leavers, 1992). In the Hough Transform algorithm, the Hough Space is used to 

determine whether a line exists in the edge image. 

An Alternate Way to Represent a Line 

 
The equation to calculate a slope of a line. 



There is one flaw with representing lines in the form of y = ax + b and the Hough Space with 

the slope and intercept. In this form, the algorithm won’t be able to detect vertical lines 

because the slope a is undefined/infinity for vertical lines (Leavers, 1992). Programmatically, 

this means that a computer would need an infinite amount of memory to represent all possible 

values of a. To avoid this issue, a straight line is instead represented by a line called the 

normal line that passes through the origin and perpendicular to that straight line. The form of 

the normal line is ρ = x cos(θ) + y sin(θ) where ρ is the length of the normal line and θ is the 

angle between the normal line and the x axis. 

 
An alternative representation of a straight line and its corresponding Hough Space. 

Using this, instead of representing the Hough Space with the slope a and intercept b, it is now 

represented with ρ and θ where the horizontal axis is for the θ values and the vertical axis are 

for the ρ values. The mapping of edge points onto the Hough Space works in a similar manner 

except that an edge point (xᵢ, yᵢ) now generates a cosine curve in the Hough Space instead of a 

straight line (Leavers, 1992). This normal representation of a line eliminates the issue of the 

unbounded value of a that arises when dealing with vertical lines. 

Line Detection 



 
The process of detecting lines in an image. The yellow dots in the Hough Space indicate that lines 

exist and are represented by the θ and ρ pairs. 

As mentioned, an edge point produces a cosine curve in the Hough Space. From this, if we 

were to map all the edge points from an edge image onto the Hough Space, it will generate a 

lot of cosine curves. If two edge points lay on the same line, their corresponding cosine curves 

will intersect each other on a specific (ρ, θ) pair. Thus, the Hough Transform algorithm detects 

lines by finding the (ρ, θ) pairs that have a number of intersections larger than a certain 

threshold. It is worth noting that this method of thresholding might not always yield the best 

result without doing some preprocessing like neighborhood suppression on the Hough Space 

to remove similar lines in the edge image. 

III. The Algorithm 

1. Decide on the range of ρ and θ. Often, the range of θ is [ 0, 180 ] degrees and ρ is [ -d, d ] 

where d is the length of the edge image’s diagonal. It is important to quantize the range of ρ and θ 

meaning there should be a finite number of possible values. 

2. Create a 2D array called the accumulator representing the Hough Space with dimension 

(num_rhos, num_thetas) and initialize all its values to zero. 



3. Perform edge detection on the original image. This can be done with any edge detection algorithm 

of your choice. 

4. For every pixel on the edge image, check whether the pixel is an edge pixel. If it is an edge pixel, 

loop through all possible values of θ, calculate the corresponding ρ, find the θ and ρ index in the 

accumulator, and increment the accumulator base on those index pairs. 

5. Loop through all the values in the accumulator. If the value is larger than a certain threshold, get 

the ρ and θ index, get the value of ρ and θ from the index pair which can then be converted back to 

the form of y = ax + b. 

 

Object recognition/Identification: 
Object recognition is a computer vision technique for identifying objects in images or videos. Object recognition 

is a key output of deep learning and machine learning algorithms. When humans look at a photograph or watch 

a video, we can readily spot people, objects, scenes, and visual details. The goal is to teach a computer to do 

what comes naturally to humans: to gain a level of understanding of.  

Object recognition is a key technology behind driverless cars, enabling them to recognize a stop sign or to 

distinguish a pedestrian from a lamppost. It is also useful in a variety of applications such as disease 

identification in bioimaging, industrial inspection, and robotic vision. 

Object Recognition vs. Object Detection 

Object detection and object recognition are similar techniques for identifying objects, but they vary in their 

execution. Object detection is the process of finding instances of objects in images. In the case of deep learning, 

object detection is a subset of object recognition, where the object is not only identified but also located in an 

image. This allows for multiple objects to be identified and located within the same image. 

 

 

How Object Recognition Works 

You can use a variety of approaches for object recognition. Recently, techniques in machine learning and deep 

learning have become popular approaches to object recognition problems. Both techniques learn to identify 

objects in images, but they differ in their execution. 

  
The following section explains the differences between machine learning and deep learning for object 

recognition, and it shows how to implement both techniques. 

What is an Expert System? 

An expert system is a computer program that is designed to solve complex problems and to provide decision-making 

ability like a human expert. It performs this by extracting knowledge from its knowledge base using the reasoning and 

inference rules according to the user queries. 

The expert system is a part of AI, and the first ES was developed in the year 1970, which was the first successful 

approach of artificial intelligence. It solves the most complex issue as an expert by extracting the knowledge stored in 

its knowledge base. The system helps in decision making for compsex problems using both facts and heuristics like 

a human expert. It is called so because it contains the expert knowledge of a specific domain and can solve any 

complex problem of that particular domain. These systems are designed for a specific domain, such as medicine, 

science, etc. 

https://www.mathworks.com/discovery/object-detection.html
https://www.mathworks.com/discovery/machine-learning.html
https://www.mathworks.com/discovery/deep-learning.html
https://www.mathworks.com/discovery/deep-learning.html


The performance of an expert system is based on the expert's knowledge stored in its knowledge base. The more 

knowledge stored in the KB, the more that system improves its performance. One of the common examples of an ES 

is a suggestion of spelling errors while typing in the Google search box. 

Below is the block diagram that represents the working of an expert system: 

37.9M 

729 

HTML Tutorial 

 

Note: It is important to remember that an expert system is not used to replace the human experts; instead, it is used to assist 

the human in making a complex decision. These systems do not have human capabilities of thinking and work on the basis of 

the knowledge base of the particular domain. 

Below are some popular examples of the Expert System: 

o DENDRAL: It was an artificial intelligence project that was made as a chemical analysis expert system. It 

was used in organic chemistry to detect unknown organic molecules with the help of their mass spectra and 

knowledge base of chemistry. 

o MYCIN: It was one of the earliest backward chaining expert systems that was designed to find the bacteria 

causing infections like bacteraemia and meningitis. It was also used for the recommendation of antibiotics 

and the diagnosis of blood clotting diseases. 

o PXDES: It is an expert system that is used to determine the type and level of lung cancer. To determine the 

disease, it takes a picture from the upper body, which looks like the shadow. This shadow identifies the type 

and degree of harm. 

o CaDeT: The CaDet expert system is a diagnostic support system that can detect cancer at early stages. 

Characteristics of Expert System 

o High Performance: The expert system provides high performance for solving any type of complex problem 

of a specific domain with high efficiency and accuracy. 

o Understandable: It responds in a way that can be easily understandable by the user. It can take input in 

human language and provides the output in the same way. 

o Reliable: It is much reliable for generating an efficient and accurate output. 

o Highly responsive: ES provides the result for any complex query within a very short period of time. 

Components of Expert System 



An expert system mainly consists of three components: 

o User Interface 

o Inference Engine 

o Knowledge Base 

 

1. User Interface 

With the help of a user interface, the expert system interacts with the user, takes queries as an input in a readable 

format, and passes it to the inference engine. After getting the response from the inference engine, it displays the 

output to the user. In other words, it is an interface that helps a non-expert user to communicate with the expert 

system to find a solution. 

2. Inference Engine(Rules of Engine) 

o The inference engine is known as the brain of the expert system as it is the main processing unit of the 

system. It applies inference rules to the knowledge base to derive a conclusion or deduce new information. It 

helps in deriving an error-free solution of queries asked by the user. 

o With the help of an inference engine, the system extracts the knowledge from the knowledge base. 

o There are two types of inference engine: 

o Deterministic Inference engine: The conclusions drawn from this type of inference engine are assumed to 

be true. It is based on facts and rules. 

o Probabilistic Inference engine: This type of inference engine contains uncertainty in conclusions, and 

based on the probability. 

Inference engine uses the below modes to derive the solutions: 



o Forward Chaining: It starts from the known facts and rules, and applies the inference rules to add their 

conclusion to the known facts. 

o Backward Chaining: It is a backward reasoning method that starts from the goal and works backward to 

prove the known facts. 

3. Knowledge Base 

o The knowledgebase is a type of storage that stores knowledge acquired from the different experts of the 

particular domain. It is considered as big storage of knowledge. The more the knowledge base, the more 

precise will be the Expert System. 

o It is similar to a database that contains information and rules of a particular domain or subject. 

o One can also view the knowledge base as collections of objects and their attributes. Such as a Lion is an 

object and its attributes are it is a mammal, it is not a domestic animal, etc. 

Components of Knowledge Base 

o Factual Knowledge: The knowledge which is based on facts and accepted by knowledge engineers comes 

under factual knowledge. 

o Heuristic Knowledge: This knowledge is based on practice, the ability to guess, evaluation, and 

experiences. 

Knowledge Representation: It is used to formalize the knowledge stored in the knowledge base using the If-else 

rules. 

Knowledge Acquisitions: It is the process of extracting, organizing, and structuring the domain knowledge, 

specifying the rules to acquire the knowledge from various experts, and store that knowledge into the knowledge base. 

Development of Expert System 

Here, we will explain the working of an expert system by taking an example of MYCIN ES. Below are some steps to 

build an MYCIN: 

o Firstly, ES should be fed with expert knowledge. In the case of MYCIN, human experts specialized in the 

medical field of bacterial infection, provide information about the causes, symptoms, and other knowledge in 

that domain. 

o The KB of the MYCIN is updated successfully. In order to test it, the doctor provides a new problem to it. 

The problem is to identify the presence of the bacteria by inputting the details of a patient, including the 

symptoms, current condition, and medical history. 

o The ES will need a questionnaire to be filled by the patient to know the general information about the 

patient, such as gender, age, etc. 

o Now the system has collected all the information, so it will find the solution for the problem by applying if-

then rules using the inference engine and using the facts stored within the KB. 

o In the end, it will provide a response to the patient by using the user interface. 

Participants in the development of Expert System 

There are three primary participants in the building of Expert System: 



1. Expert: The success of an ES much depends on the knowledge provided by human experts. These experts 

are those persons who are specialized in that specific domain. 

2. Knowledge Engineer: Knowledge engineer is the person who gathers the knowledge from the domain 

experts and then codifies that knowledge to the system according to the formalism. 

3. End-User: This is a particular person or a group of people who may not be experts, and working on the 

expert system needs the solution or advice for his queries, which are complex. 

Why Expert System? 

 

Before using any technology, we must have an idea about why to use that technology and hence the same for the ES. 

Although we have human experts in every field, then what is the need to develop a computer-based system. So below 

are the points that are describing the need of the ES: 

1. No memory Limitations: It can store as much data as required and can memorize it at the time of its 

application. But for human experts, there are some limitations to memorize all things at every time. 

2. High Efficiency: If the knowledge base is updated with the correct knowledge, then it provides a highly 

efficient output, which may not be possible for a human. 

3. Expertise in a domain: There are lots of human experts in each domain, and they all have different skills, 

different experiences, and different skills, so it is not easy to get a final output for the query. But if we put 

the knowledge gained from human experts into the expert system, then it provides an efficient output by 

mixing all the facts and knowledge 

4. Not affected by emotions: These systems are not affected by human emotions such as fatigue, anger, 

depression, anxiety, etc.. Hence the performance remains constant. 

5. High security: These systems provide high security to resolve any query. 



6. Considers all the facts: To respond to any query, it checks and considers all the available facts and provides 

the result accordingly. But it is possible that a human expert may not consider some facts due to any reason. 

7. Regular updates improve the performance: If there is an issue in the result provided by the expert 

systems, we can improve the performance of the system by updating the knowledge base. 

Capabilities of the Expert System 

Below are some capabilities of an Expert System: 

o Advising: It is capable of advising the human being for the query of any domain from the particular ES. 

o Provide decision-making capabilities: It provides the capability of decision making in any domain, such as 

for making any financial decision, decisions in medical science, etc. 

o Demonstrate a device: It is capable of demonstrating any new products such as its features, specifications, 

how to use that product, etc. 

o Problem-solving: It has problem-solving capabilities. 

o Explaining a problem: It is also capable of providing a detailed description of an input problem. 

o Interpreting the input: It is capable of interpreting the input given by the user. 

o Predicting results: It can be used for the prediction of a result. 

o Diagnosis: An ES designed for the medical field is capable of diagnosing a disease without using multiple 

components as it already contains various inbuilt medical tools. 

Advantages of Expert System 

o These systems are highly reproducible. 

o They can be used for risky places where the human presence is not safe. 

o Error possibilities are less if the KB contains correct knowledge. 

o The performance of these systems remains steady as it is not affected by emotions, tension, or fatigue. 

o They provide a very high speed to respond to a particular query. 

Limitations of Expert System 

o The response of the expert system may get wrong if the knowledge base contains the wrong information. 

o Like a human being, it cannot produce a creative output for different scenarios. 

o Its maintenance and development costs are very high. 

o Knowledge acquisition for designing is much difficult. 

o For each domain, we require a specific ES, which is one of the big limitations. 

o It cannot learn from itself and hence requires manual updates. 

Applications of Expert System 

o In designing and manufacturing domain 

It can be broadly used for designing and manufacturing physical devices such as camera lenses and 

automobiles. 

o In the knowledge domain 

These systems are primarily used for publishing the relevant knowledge to the users. The two popular ES 

used for this domain is an advisor and a tax advisor. 



o In the finance domain 

In the finance industries, it is used to detect any type of possible fraud, suspicious activity, and advise 

bankers that if they should provide loans for business or not. 

o In the diagnosis and troubleshooting of devices 

In medical diagnosis, the ES system is used, and it was the first area where these systems were used. 

o Planning and Scheduling 

The expert systems can also be used for planning and scheduling some particular tasks for achieving the goal 

of that task. 

 

 

 

 


